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Abstract 
This paper analyzes the concept of “emergence” in the context of information systems and 
discusses its implications to the IS research. The analysis shows that this literature assumes 
emergence to be an outcome of exogenous, although, complex design agency, largely omitting 
endogenous emergence, rising from the complexity of the information system and its 
operational interaction with its environment. Reflecting the IS perspective, the paper reviews 
research on endogenous emergence conducted especially in Computer Science and Software 
Engineering. 
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1. Introduction  
Information systems are growing more complex and autonomous systems of systems. IBM has 
suggested four characteristics of autonomic systems: self-configuring, self-optimizing, self-
healing and self-protecting [39]. Nielsen et al. [62] characterize systems of systems with 
autonomy of the constituent systems, their operational independence but interdependence 
within the whole, distribution, evolution, dynamic reconfiguration, interoperability and 
emergence. The focus of this paper lies in “emergence”. 
Information systems have also been characterized as “emergent” by a number of 
researchers. The term “emergent” and “emergence” are ambiguous, however, with a number of 
interpretations and meanings. These concepts have been of considerable interest in Computer 
Science, but not so much all in the IS literature. 
So, the purpose of this paper is to analyze and clarify the concepts of “emergence” in the 
context of information systems and to discuss their implications to the IS research. The paper 
pays special attention to endogenous dynamic emergence of information systems, implying that 
“emergence” is due to the complexity of the system and its operational interaction with its 
environment. There are three reasons for this focus. Firstly, information systems have grown 
more complex, often being systems of systems [69] or at close to them [31]. This complexity 
makes them prone to emergent behavior. Secondly, some of this emergent behavior may be 
undesirable as illustrated for example by the unintended sudden acceleration of cars due to 
software and the anomalous stock market behaviors [73], [91]. Thirdly, existing IS research has 
largely omitted this endogenous emergence. 
2. The Concept of Emergence  
According to [57] “emergence refers the phenomenon whereby the macroscopic properties of 
a system arises from the microscopic properties (interactions, relationships, structures and 
behaviours) of its constituents” (p. 422). It has been widely discussed in biology, psychology, 
physics, systems theory, philosophy and so on [19, 20], [70, 71], [83]. Quite interestingly, it 





Intelligence (e.g. [1], [36], [59]) but not so much in the IS literature, [38], [44], [57], [60] as 
exceptions.  
 “Emergence” continues to be a contested concept and it is difficult, if not impossible to 
provide a definition that would be accepted by all. It is often characterized by phrases such as 
“the whole is more than the sum of its parts”, “much coming from little”, “coming into being”. 
So, this paper does not attempt to provide any definite definition, but conceptualizes 
“emergence” in terms of a number of characteristics shared by “emergent” systems. However, 
in the case of “emergence” I will focus on the “dynamic emergence” rather than on the “static 
emergence” [1]. Static emergence can be illustrated by emergent properties such as the number 
of bedrooms in a house or the durability of a spider web. Dynamic emergent properties change 
over time. They represent emergent behavior as “coming into being” [33]. 
One way to open the concept “emergence” is to look at characteristics of phenomena that 
are considered emergent: complexity of the system, its interaction with the environment, 
learning and adaptation, lack of central control, and unpredictability. 
 Emergence is often associated with complex systems [36] and especially complex dynamic 
systems [7]. Bar-Yam [7] notes that a complex system of interdependent parts may exhibit 
complex emergent behavior (emergent complexity). There are also explicit attempts in 
Computer Science to apply the ideas of complex adaptive systems to develop models of 
emergent computation that are explicitly based on “emergence” [59]. Emergent behavior or 
functionality in these computational models cannot be reduced to the behaviors of the agents 
the system is composed of [28].  
Complex dynamic systems are usually open systems. Wegner et al. [89-90] point out the 
traditional algorithmic model of computing based on the Turing machine is limited, since 
Turing machines cannot accept external input while computing.1 As an alternative [89] 
proposes “interactive computing”, which allows interactions with the environment while 
computing. If the system simultaneously interacts with numerous environmental objects, it 
obviously increases the behavioral complexity of the system. So, one can anticipate that not 
only the internal complexity of the system in terms of the number of its elements and their 
interdependencies but also the interaction complexity with the environment may produce 
emergent behavior. 
Holland [36] claims that “Any serious study of emergence must confront learning” (p. 53). 
He illustrates how an adaptive system governed by relatively few and simple rules can exhibit 
emergent behavior. Although machine learning has a long tradition in Artificial Intelligence, 
learning information systems have not formed a notable topic in mainstream IS research.  
Holland [36] also associates emergence with lack of central control. One can analyze the 
existence of centralized control in the operational system – whether there is a subsystem that 
centrally controls the whole system - and existence of centralized control especially when an 
information system are developed in a distributed way. Referring to [62] one can argue that the 
trend is towards systems without centralized control. 
Predictability has been discussed especially in the context of reducibility of emergent 
phenomena, i.e. to what extent they  (at the system level) can be explained in terms of lower-
level mechanisms (e.g. system components and their interactions). The question has been of 
interest especially to philosophers [14], [15], [46], [47]. Chalmers [14] distinguishes strong 
emergence and weak emergence. Strong emergence assumes that an emergent phenomenon 
arises from the low-level domain, but truths concerning that emergent phenomenon are not 
deducible even in principle from truths in the lower-level domain. Weak emergence assumes 
that truths concerning the phenomenon just are unexpected given the principles governing the 
low-level domain. Kim [46] distinguishes inductive predictability and theoretical predictability 
of emergent phenomena. He contends that one can inductively predict emergent phenomena: 
Having observed that an emergent phenomenon E occurs whenever any system has a specific 
low-level state S, one may predict that a particular system will have the emergent phenomenon 
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E at specific time, if one knows that low-level state of the system will be S at the specific time. 
Inductive predictability does not imply theoretical predictability so that even full information 
of the state of the low level domain would allow prediction of the emergent phenomenon. One 
objection to the theoretical predictability is that the emergent phenomenon E is not a concept 
belonging the low-level domain. 
In line with [36] the present paper adopts a pragmatic rather than a philosophical position 
to the predictability of emergent phenomena, focusing especially on information systems. Since 
the normal functionality of a system is expected emergent behavior of the system, I will focus 
on the unpredictable emergent behavior that is unexpected, coming as a surprise. Complex 
software and information systems tend to have such unexpected emergence, since the prediction 
of their behavior is usually difficult, due to the fact that the state space of the system is very 
large, the system rarely returns to a state already visited, and especially if the system is able to 
learn and adapt [36], [66].2  
3. The Concept of Emergence in the Mainstream IS literature  
Since in the ordinary language the word “emerge” may be used as a synonym to words such as 
“appear” and “rise”, it is quite difficult to conduct a bibliographic search on the more 
“technical” use of the word in the context of information systems. Based on the authors’ 
familiarity with Information Systems, I tried a forward search [88] in which I used as additional 
keywords the names of the authors of the early articles on emergence in the context of 
information systems [35], [52], [56], [64], [77-79], limiting the search to the time after the 
article was published.  
Bibliographic searches, focusing on journal articles, using these lists identified a number 
of additional articles that refer to  “emergence” in the spirit of the previous section (see Table 
1). The list is not necessarily exhaustive, but likely representative and indicates continued 
interest in “emergence” in the context of information systems.  
Table 1 summarizes the findings, distinguishing organization, IS development (ISD) 
process (incl. design and implementation), IS use, and IS artifact as phenomena which may 
considered “emergent”.  Table 1 also shows that much of the reviewed literature emphasizes 
emergence in the context of organizations. Although this literature usually does not explicate 
the micro phenomenon (agents) that generates the emergence, one can easily construe that an 
organization is a continuous emergent achievement of its members, stakeholders and other 
organizations it interacts with.  
It is also common to characterize the ISD process as emergent. Although also this stream 
is not very explicit on the micro phenomena that give rise to emergence, one can imagine that 
it is an outcome of negotiations between users, managers, designers, vendors and other 
stakeholders during the ISD process. Furthermore, the ISD design process has become more 
distributed both organizationally and temporally without (complete) centralized control (see 
Section 4.5). This distribution has made the ISD process and its outcome emergent. Overall, 
this emergence has resemblance with the ideas of “emergent design” (design as a verb) [13], 
[24], but contrary to these examples this paper underlines the difficulty of centralized control 
in this context. 
There is also research that considers IS use emergent. Among this stream Nan [60] is fairly 
explicit in conceptualizing that emergence rises from the interaction between user, technology 
and task and at the interaction between users.  
Table 1 also shows that a number of references have recognized the IS artifact as emergent. 
Yet, it has mostly been quite implicit: the emergent ISD process is assumed to lead to emergent 
IS artifact so that one can speak about “emergent design” (design as a noun), “emergent 
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requirements”, “emergent architecture”, “emergent structure”, analogously to emergent 
strategy in [58]. In this case “emergence” is assumed to be an outcome of an emergent 
development process. 
Table 1. Primary focus on “emergent” phenomena in the context of information systems 
Article Organization ISD process IS use IS artifact 
Markus and Robey 1988 [56] x  x  
Truex and Klein 1991 [79] x x  x 
Lyytinen and Ngwenyama 1992 [52] x x x x 
Hirschheim et al. 1996 [35] x x  x 
Iivari and Hirschheim 1996  [41] x x  x 
Orlikowski 1996 [64] x  x  
Ngwenyama 1998 [61] x x x x 
Karsten 1999 [43] x  x x 
Lycett and Paul 1999 [51] x x  x 
Truex et al. 1999 [77] x x  x 
Truex et al. 2001 [78] x x  x 
Orlikowski 2000 [65]  x x x 
Baskerville and Siponen 2002 [6] x    
Bergman et al. 2002 [8]  x  x 
Markus et al. 2002 [55] x x  x 
Thompson 2002 [75]   x  
Levina 2005 [49]  x  x 
Luna-Reyes et al. 2005 [50]  x   
Allen and Varga 2006  [3] x    
Constantinides and Barrett 2006 [17] x x x x 
Corea 2006 [18] x   x   
Curseu 2006 [21] x    
Dreyfus and Iyer 2008 [23]    x 
Bjørn and Ngwenyama 2009 [9] x    
Patel et al. 2010 [67] x x  x 
Wagner et al. 2010 [86] x x x x 
Baker 2011 [5] x x   
Holmström and Sawyer 2011 [37] x   x 
Nan 2011 [60]   x  
Essen and Lindblad 2013 [25]  x  x 
 
So, the mainstream IS literature cited in Table 1 mostly assumes emergence to be an outcome 
of exogenous, although, complex design agency. I suggest that “emergence” of IS artifacts may 
also be more endogenous, inherent to them, resulting from the internal interaction of the 
subsystems and their interactions with the (dynamic) environment. The purpose of the 
following section is to have a more detailed look at “endogenously emergent behavior 
information systems”.  
4. Towards Endogenously Emergent Information Systems  
Introduction 
Contrary to the IS literature, the issue of endogenously emergent systems has been extensively 
addressed in Computer Science and Software Engineering (e.g. [10], [28], [39], [54], [62], 
[82]). The purpose of this section is to discuss endogenous emergent behavior from the 
viewpoint of information systems. 
This paper interprets an “information system” (IS) to be a computer-based system whose 
purpose “is to supply its groups of users (...) with information about a set of topics to support 




their activities” [34].3 In more morphological terms, an “information system” is a combination 
of application software and digital information content [85]. So according to this interpretation 
an information system is specific to the organizational (or inter-organizational) context in which 
it is implemented and that pure software (such as an ERP package) is not an information system. 
Following Carvalho [11] we can conceive an information system as a set of interrelated 
active objects that deal with symbolic objects (information) and whose agents are computers or 
computer-based devices. Each active object includes a piece of information (or more strictly 
data embedding or conveying the information) and has a number of operations to access data 
from the environment, to display data, to process data and to communicate with other active 
objects of the system. The active objects may either be transient objects or more persistent 
database objects, storing structured data, electronic documents, websites, knowledge 
repositories, for example. The granularity of symbolic objects (information content) may vary 
from simple factual statements to long unstructured documents. In principle, each symbolic 
object (e.g. each factual statement) may have its own active object. 
The definition of an IS is significant, since it naturally has a huge impact on what is 
endogenous and exogenous. In my view users and organization belong to the environment of 
an information system as well as its designers (developers) and an information system is the 
artifact to be designed and to be used (called “IS artifact” below for brevity). 
We recognized internal complexity, dynamic interaction with the environment, learning 
and adaptation, lack of central control, and unpredictability as typical characteristics of 
emergent systems. In the following I will argue that modern and especially future IS artifacts 
share many of these features and are emergent in that sense. 
Internal Complexity  
IS artifacts are increasingly complex. Salvaneschi [69] describes nicely the current situation: 
“Large information systems are composed of dozens of software applications – programs that 
typically implement a business process or part of it. Applications may be developed in house 
or acquired from vendors and possibly adapted. During the evolution the information system 
grows, integrating more and more applications and changing the existing ones. The evolution 
is managed by different vendors and development teams working only on parts of the whole 
system.” (pp. 8-9).  
The internal complexity of IS artifacts opens the door for emergence as in the case of any 
complex systems. Furthermore, an IS artifact may be so complex that nobody – a single 
individual or designer group collectively - understands its totality [81]. As a consequence the 
system may include or develop unanticipated emergent features. This possibility of emergent 
features poses considerable reliability, safety and privacy challenges in the case of many in-
formation and software systems (e.g. [26], [72], [87]). Emergent features as security risks imply 
that the risk is not because of a local bug, but a result of complex interaction of the component 
systems, interaction that is extremely difficult to figure out during the design because of the 
complexity of the system. 
One should also note that the configuration of an IS artifact in terms of its active objects 
may be dynamic. In massive, large-scale, wide-area computing networks (such as Internet) and 
mobile ad hoc networks nodes (active objects) may join and leave the network and connection 
between nodes may fail [4]. These configurational dynamics naturally add to the complexity of 
the system and increase chances of unanticipated emergent behavior. 
Such complex IS artifacts may also comprise massive amount of potentially heterogeneous 
information content (data). Tolk et al. [76] distinguish six levels of interoperability systems. In 
addition to the technical interoperability (a communication protocol for exchanging data 
between the systems) and syntactic interoperability (a common structure to exchange data), 
they identify semantic interoperability (a shared meaning of data, i.e. its information content), 
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pragmatic interoperability (awareness of methods and procedures applied in each subsystem), 
dynamic interoperability (awareness of the state changes in assumptions and constraints each 
subsystem implies), and conceptual interoperability (assumptions and constraints of the 
abstraction of reality).4 Although the subsystems or components are interoperable at the 
technical and syntactical level so that the subsystems are able to communicate with each other, 
it does not assure that the system as a whole exhibits the desired emergent functionality and 
avoids harmful behavior. 
Potentially, this massive information content includes hidden patterns to be discovered. All 
research on “big data” and data mining rests on this potentiality. These hidden patterns can be 
considered as static emergent properties, which arise from the individual data and their 
relationships.  
Interaction with the Environment  
IS artifacts have not only grown internally complex, but their interaction with the environment 
has also become more complex, Internet-of-things as the latest trend. Valckenaers et al. [81] 
divides problems into one-shot problems and going concerns, claiming that real-life problems 
are mostly of the latter type. One-shot computational problems can be solved using algorithmic 
models of computing, but going concerns require interactive computing [89]. Although one 
should not confuse interactive computing, distributed computing and parallel computing, 
obviously interactive computing that is distributed and includes parallelism forms a situation 
where emergence as the system’s unanticipated features and behavior is most likely [29]. 
Goldin et al. [29] discuss database-oriented IS artifacts emphasizing that their dynamics 
can either be algorithmic, sequential interactive, or concurrent interactive – represented by a 
Turing machine, Sequential (single-stream) Interaction Machine (SIM) or Multi-stream 
Interaction Machine (MIM) respectively. They note that MIM provides a generic model for the 
IS dynamics, implying transduction of one or more autonomous input streams into output 
streams of system feedback, accompanied by an evolving system state. They also claim that the 
complexity of modeling an IS artifact comes from the complex nature of MIM solution spaces.  
When IT becomes more mobile, pervasive and ubiquitous [53], one can expect that also IS 
artifacts become increasingly context-aware so that they identify and interact possibly with 
numerous objects in their environments such as users and other systems and objects by sensors 
and effectors. Context-aware computing has been of considerable research interest during the 
last twenty years covering for example location-awareness, environment-awareness, artifact-
awareness, activity-awareness, participant-awareness, and user-awareness [30], [74].  
Learning and adaptation 
Machine learning has a long tradition in Artificial Intelligence [42], [48], but to my knowledge 
“learning information systems” is almost a totally neglected area in mainstream IS research. On 
the other hand, I guess that machine learning has been discussed and applied in the contexts of 
special areas of IS such  “intelligent information systems”, “intelligent decision support 
systems”, data mining, document/content management, and knowledge discovery, for 
example.5  
The two trends – increased complexity and intensified system-environment interaction – 
identified above imply that IS artifacts tend to entail huge amount of information content (data) 
reflecting the dynamic environment. The challenge in this situation is to make sense of the 
meaning (semantics) of all that heterogeneous information content. It is hard to believe that any 
a priori defined ontology could solve the issue, but it must take place more inductively in the 
spirit of emergent semantics [2], [44]. For example, when a higher-level construct (e.g. a pattern 
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5 One should note that our interest here is not in initial of training of the system to classify documents, for example, 
but in the automatic learning by the system while in use. 




in data mining) is identified, this new construct – if found useful by users (domain experts) – is 
made a part of the information content. After that users can refer to them in their interaction 
with the system and the system itself can structure its information content making use of the 
aggregated concepts.  
Lack of Centralized Control 
There is a clear trend towards interconnected, cooperative IS artifacts composed of 
independently developed application packages, software components, software agents or web 
services. When IS artifacts become more like systems of systems with high autonomy 
(managerial independence) and operational independence [62], centralized operational control 
of the whole system of systems becomes more unlikely. It is particularly so when the system 
(of systems) is automatically composed (or dynamically re-configured) or its development has 
been horizontally distributed without centralized control. By horizontal distribution I mean that 
the system is development by fairly independent teams (or individual developers) largely 
simultaneously, while in vertical distribution the development takes place by the same team or 
different teams sequentially.  
Whether distributed or not, the key challenge of coordinating complex software 
development is the management of dependencies between software components or modules 
[22]. Although centralized control is considered one of the “best practices” in distributed 
software development [12], it is difficult in practice because of, the sheer number of 
dependencies, which tends to explode when the size of software grows, and especially run-time 
dependencies are difficult or impossible to identify. As a consequence despite modular 
decomposition, software architecture, Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) and 
configuration management, software dependencies must also be coordinated by mutual 
adjustment requiring horizontal communication between developers and teams [12]. In light of 
all these challenges it is amazing that people have been able to develop such complex systems 
that have the desired functionality most of the time and at least not fatally harmful emergent 
behaviors. 
Unpredictability 
 As mentioned above emergent behavior is to some extent unpredictable. This makes 
“emergence” challenging in the case of IS artifacts – how to “control” emergence so that 
exhibits desirable behavior and how to avoid unpredictable harmful behavior. 
On the other hand, some unpredictability is inherently desirable in the case of IS artifacts, 
since one can claim that information has value only when it has surprise value.  
5. Discussion and Final Comments 
Although the IS literature widely refers to emergence, it has mainly focused on “emergent 
design” (design as a verb) of information systems and implicitly on the ”emergent design” 
(design as a noun) of the resultant the system. It seems to me that there is an opportunity for 
additional research that studies conceptually and empirically different forms of distributed IS 
development – such as application-package-based development in the case of multiple 
suppliers, outsourced IS development with multiple vendors, agile development with multiple 
teams, free/open source development without centralized control, “re-design in use” – as 
instances of “emergent design” (“design” both as a verb and as a noun), recognizing that strict 
centralized control is problematic in these contexts.   
The IS literature has largely omitted endogenously emergent behavior information systems.  
In view of the fact that information systems are increasingly complex systems of autonomous 
systems, the question is if IS can afford to omit them and the interaction between such complex 
systems and different units of adopters (individuals, groups, organizations, markets, 
communities and societies). A noted above a big research question in the context of endogenous 





how to avoid harmful system-level behavior, when the design focuses on agents at the micro-
level [28]. The possibility of harmful emergent behavior may seriously affect individuals, 
organizations and society, implying that we – researchers, IS developers, politicians and the 
general public – should pay attention to risks of such systems [27]. So, it seems to me that there 
is a clear research opportunity to investigate what the ideas of systems of systems [62] and 
autonomic computing [39] mean to the above adopting units and stakeholders and to 
Information Systems as a discipline. 
Contrary to Information Systems, Computer Science and Software Engineering have paid 
considerable attention to endogenous emergence. The question is if IS could make any 
meaningful contribution to that discourse and open new research perspectives and directions.  
Overall, I have an impression that the existing literature does not address very explicitly the 
role of information content as a source of endogenous emergence of information systems.  
When reading the literature I also encountered terms “design for emergence” and “design 
by emergence” [68], [80], [84]. The space does not allow me to discuss these concepts in length, 
but I would suggest that “design for emergence” refers to design that focuses on designing 
conditions and constraints to affect exogenous emergence (“emergent design”) and endogenous 
emergence. 
 “Design by emergence” in my vocabulary is a design process that makes use on 
endogenous dynamic emergence. If we interpret this emergence as unpredictable, the 
combination of design and emergence seems a misnormer. However, such emergence may 
effectively support innovation [63]. In the case of IS artifacts, if the purpose of the system is 
not just to inform the users but to affect in real-time an ongoing “real” process in its 
environment, unpredictable emergent behavior may be disastrous. If there is a human being in 
between interpreting the information, he or she may observe if there is something wrong in the 
piece of information provided in the system, but not always. However, if the purpose of the 
system is to explore possibilities, unpredictable endogenous emergent system behavior may be 
very informative. However, “design by emergence” seems the most promising in computer 
game design [68], [84] and especially when designing digital fantasizing applications [40].  
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